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note: because important websites are frequently "here today but gone tomorrow", the following was 

archived from http://www.tdimension.com/projects.html on August 3, 2002.  This is NOT an 

attempt to divert readers from the aforementioned website.  Indeed, the reader should only read 

this back-up copy if the updated original cannot be found at the original author's site. 

 

[StealthSkater note: another company is also proposing laser-based propellentless propulsion.  

UNITEL's Larry Maurer told me that he wrote TDT to invite them to participate in 

UNITEL's effort (particularly the hovering/maneuvering phase) although he was certain that 

UNITEL's quantum laser was superior to their dye-based one.] 

 

 

Transdimensional Technologies - Projects 
Transdimensional Technologies, Inc., 906 E. Bob Wallace Ave., Huntsville, AL  35801 

(256) 551-0441 

… … … … … … 

 

Non-Lethal Weapons:  the Medusa 
 

Most of the work using optical systems as weapons has centered on the use of lasers.  TDT is 

developing a nonlethal device that uses high-peak power LEDs to produce light at a wavelength and 

intensity that temporarily blinds a human target or decommissions optically-sensitive enemy weapons 

and/or sensors. 

 

This can be done with a man-portable, battery-powered device.  Because LEDs rather than lasers are 

the optical source, the device is low cost, lightweight, and will not permanently destroy optical nerves.   

 

The Medusa emits radiation at wavelengths and intensities that affect the connection between the 

eye and the brain, causing the target to incorrectly interpret what it sees.  For instance, hostages may 

appear to be armed soldiers. This disorients the target, making it easy to subdue.  Effects are short-lived. 

 

 

Solid State Dye Lasers 
 

TDT is developing lasers that use: 

● high peak power LED's as a pump source for solid-state dye laser materials 

● unstable and quasi-phase conjugate resonator technology to increase energy extraction 

efficiency 

● an LED-pumped solid state dye as a high power, compact, wavelength-tunable source for 

power beaming. 
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Power
3
 

 

The Power
3
 is based upon the fact that the Lorentz Force in certain 

conditions can be non-conservative, thus indicating the important relationship 

to open systems and hence external forces. 

 

In this particular application, there is a frame of reference phase shift 

between bound ions and conduction electrons in a conducting medium.  This 

will result in a propellantless propulsion system.  This rotor (pictured right) 

was developed on a contract with NASA MSFC (H31066D) using the Power
3
 

with their patented design.  The rotor assembly is in a vacuum container to test 

performance at various pressures. 

 

 

Asymmetric Gravitational Wave Propulsion System 
 

Programmable laser diodes in conjunction with semiconductor materials will be used to generate a 

highly directional transverse wave gravitational (TWGW) radiator.  This asymmetric TWGW radiator 

will create a directional force through the center of mass of the radiating system, thus forming a 

propellantless propulsion system. 

 

 

Magnetocaloric Hybrid Rocket Engines 
 

The addition of a ferromagnetic material to the fuel grain increases the performance of a hybrid 

rocket engine above that added by chemicals, by using the energy in the magnetic field.  During the 

combustion process, the magnetic field gives up energy in the form of heat.  This is observed as an 

increase in temperature, pressure, and hence ISP without an increase in mass. 

 

 

Beamed Power Photodecomposition Propulsion System 
 

TDT is developing a remote ultraviolet (UV) laser beam to photodecompose Hydrogen Peroxide 

(H202), the byproducts of which are used to provide thrust.  The energy produced is then used to transfer 

energy to a propulsion system.  This reduces the amount of propellant required, thus reducing mass.  The 

rocket will be able to fly faster, farther, or carry more payload. 

 

 

Odyssey 
 

An aeroshell filled with Helium will be the first stage of a launch vehicle. It will carry the second 

stage into low Earth orbit. The second stage is a small rocket that lifts the payload to the desired altitude.  

The vehicle will be launched from a movable sea platform. 

 

A remote laser beam in conjunction with a Laser Accelerated Vaporization Reactor will boost the 

aeroshell to higher altitudes.  This reusable vehicle can carry payloads to LEO or loiter at high altitudes 

for remote sensing or military applications. 
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Piezoelectric Power Generator 
 

Transdimensional Technologies is working with NASA to create a high voltage generator through 

the use of piezoelectric devices. 

 

 

Beamed Power 
 

TDT is developing the use of an LED-pumped solid-state dye as a high power, compact, wavelength 

tunable source for power beaming. 
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[StealthSkater note: a Google search on "Transdimensional Technologies" found the following …] 

 

 

http://www.unexplainable.net/artman/publish/article_810.shtml 

 

Transdimensional Technologies to show off 'Power Cubed' 

by Gina Hannah 

Times Business Writer - ginah@htimes.com 

 

Imagine while doing housework being able to slip a mat under your refrigerator, flip a switch, and 

have the icebox lift several inches off the ground while you sweep away dust bunnies.  Or imagine 

doctors being able to levitate burn patients away from solid surfaces, easing some of their pain. 

 

These things could happen said Susan Cameron -- operations manager for Transdimensional 

Technologies LLC -- with Power Cubed -- a propulsion system Transdimensional Technologies is 

developing.  The firm was scheduled to hold a press conference this morning to unveil the technology. 

 

In an unassuming office building off Bob Wallace Avenue, a small team is conducting experiments 

with Power Cubed.  Cameron and her husband Jeff Cameron (president and chief scientist) say Power 

Cubed could be the World's next step in propulsion. 

 

The team at Transdimensional Technologies works in a laboratory that could best be described as 

black; black painted walls; black linoleum floor; a small, black shelf that holds 4 Van De Graff 

generators; and a black resin patio that holds a small, triangular model crafted of aluminum foil, wire, 

and wooden sticks. 

 

Lead engineer Gene Young turns on the power supply and the model lifts, hovering about a foot over 

the table.  The only thing that seems to keep the model from hitting the roof is the sewing thread that 

tethers it to the table. 

 

In the dark, dozens of tiny points of light can be seen glowing across the model like a tiny, floating 

city.  "That's a UFO as surely as I've seen one," Young said. 

 

With the help of 5 angel investors, Transdimensional Technologies is working to get Power Cubed 

to the market, searching for materials that can be used as both the conductor of the energy that propels 

the vehicle and the skin of the vehicle itself. 

 

Power Cubed uses a lifter based on a corona (a sometimes visible electric discharge resulting from a 

partial electric breakdown in a gas) and a battery-like power supply.  A small amount of energy from the 

power supply is fed into a siwer which stimulates electrons in a larger surface (in this model, aluminum 

foil) causing the model to lift. 

 

Power Cubed doesn't use magnetic levitation, conventional thrust, or ion wind, the Camerons said.  

It makes fossil fuel, emissions, and noise pollution unnecessary. 

 

Scientists theorize that the larger the skin is, the faster the vehicle will be propelled.  Entire buildings 

that could be moved, Susan Cameron said. 

 

It's a force that exists in Nature.  Some scientists believe that similar electrical charges during storms 

have moved heavy boulders across the ground, Jeff Cameron said. 

 

http://www.unexplainable.net/artman/publish/article_810.shtml
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"Mother Nature may have been doing this all this time, but we've just now learned to use it," he said. 

 

Cameron, 45, first became interested in propulsion while attending Western Washington University.  

He earned a bachelor's degree in physics, specializing in optics.  His career includes work with Math 

Science Northwest in Washington, Boeing, EC Corp. in Huntsville, Northrup-Grumman, Brown 

International, and Nichols Research. 

 

The Camerons founded Transdimensional Technologies Inc. in February 2000.  Like so many local 

entrepreneurs, business began in their garage.  Local businessmen Remigrius Shatas and Robert Asprey 

-- founders of Cyber Corp. (now Avocent), 2C Computing -- became stockholders. 

 

2 weeks ago, Transdimensional Technologies became a limited liability company and other investors 

are joining the company. 

 

Besides propulsion, Transdimensional Technologies conducts research in 2 other areas: optical 

systems (high-energy dye lasers for NASA and a special nonlethal weapon for law enforcement that 

causes optical disorientation) and power (a special generator that produces energy from sound.) 

 

Jeff Cameron has 5 patents pending on the technologies he had developed including a hybrid rocket 

engine that increase the thrust of rockets using an electromagnetic field. 

 

The Power Cubed technology has a number of applications including transportation, military, 

emergency services, and space travel and exploration, the Camerons said. 

 

And while a levitating refrigerator may be a far-off dream, harnessing this energy in materials 

suitable for transport is just a matter of time, Jeff Cameron said. 

 

"The more we understand the simpler it becomes to implement," he said. 

 

 

 

http://rimstar.org/sdprop/lifter/lifter.htm 

 

The objective is to experiment with the lifter technology modeled on the work of Transdimensional 

Technologies (whose former website was http://www.tdimension.com no longer exists.)  

 

The lifter is a typically triangular shaped, lightweight device capable of lifting its own weight.  

However, it cannot also lift the weight of its high voltage power supply that powers it.  The basic 

components are 2 conductive electrodes -- one having a thin edge (usually a very thin, bare copper wire 

on the order of 30 to 50 AWG/gauge) and the other having a smooth edge (usually aluminum foil.) 

 

The rigid structure is typically make of very thin balsa wood sticks (around 2mm or 1/16" thick) or 

straws.  Glues such as "krazy glue" (filler type) or cyanoacrylate are very effective for holding it 

together while not requiring much and also being lightweight.  Voltages needed to power it are typically 

20kV and higher.  Most experimenters use a modified computer monitor as the high voltage power 

supply as most are capable of supplying around 28kV. 

 

There is much dispute and many theories for what makes it fly.  Everything is claimed from 

antigravity andether reaction forces to more conventional ion wind and ion cloud theories.  The ion wind 

theory has been disproven with experimentally verified mathematics a few times as giving insufficient 

thrust.  The theory that has the most experimentally verified mathematical support is the ion cloud 

http://rimstar.org/sdprop/lifter/lifter.htm
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theory (see Leon Tribe's calculations below, though others have also provided mathematical support for 

this theory.) 

 

… … … … 

 

 

 

http://pdf.aiaa.org/preview/2001/PV2001_3913.pdf 

 

(c)2001 American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics or Published with Permission of Author(s) 

and/or Author(s)' Sponsoring Organization. 

 

AIAA 2001-4355: 

An Asymmetric Gravitational Wave Propulsion System 
Jeffery A. Cameron, member, Chief Scientist 

Transdimensional Technologies, Inc., Huntsville, Alabama 35801 

 

Abstract 

 

Gravitational wave radiation is generated by the quadrapole moment of matter that is in motion.  An 

analytical model is constructed to investigate the radiation pattern and radiated power of a single 

resonant vibrator cylinder, as compared to that of a phased linear array. The linear array is then 

evaluated in terms of phase relationship in order to create an asymmetry in the radiated pattern and 

hence a directional force. This is compared to the force of a solar sail in the earth orbital plane. 

 

Introduction 

 

Einstein[1] derived the weak-field solution of the gravitational wave in accordance with the General 

and Special Theories of Relativity.  This paper uses this scientific background to describe a 

revolutionary new approach to propulsion.  Programmable laser diodes in conjunction with 

semiconductor materials will be used to generate a highly directional transverse wave gravitational wave 

(TWGW) radiator. 

 

This asymmetric TWGW radiator will create a directional force through the center of mass of the 

radiating system, thus forming a propellantless propulsion system.  Theoretical work indicates the ability 

to generate gravitational wave radiation through die quadrapole moment of matter under stress and 

strain.  The radiation pattern is symmetric about the center of mass, and the direction of the pattern is at 

right angles to the stress and strain vector. 

 

The radiation pattern looks like a torus.  The radiated power is very small (10
-29

 watts).  However, 

when a linear sequence of radiators is put together and their patterns are allowed to superimpose, the 

total radiated power can approach kilowatts. 

 

The asymmetry of the radiated pattern is produced by adjusting die phase of the radiators. The 

resulting power imbalance will produce a force through the center of mass of the radiators.  In order to 

accomplish this task, high peak power laser diodes will be used to photo-accoustically drive thin-film 

resonators.  It becomes imperative to understand the energy flow between the laser diode driving the 

resonator and the result in gravitational radiation from the radiator. 

http://pdf.aiaa.org/preview/2001/PV2001_3913.pdf
http://pdf.aiaa.org/preview/2001/PV2001_3913.pdf
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Theory 

 

In order to establish an analytical background consider the following.  Let ημν be a Lorentz metric.  

Then the Riemannian metric is expressed as 

gμν = ημν √K hμν       (1) 

as a first approximation under the weak-field assumptions.  K is Einstein's constant. 

 

The potential of the field can be expressed as h
2

1
h uvuvuv       (2) 

 

resulting in the form for 4-space 
 aa

K2        (3) 

 

with retarded potential solutions of the form 

 )x,x(T2/K)x(
0tuvuv        (4) 

 

This form will enable the definition of the energy-momentum complex of the gravitational field in 

order to evaluate the radiation energy and directivity of the gravitational wave. 

 

The Poynting vector of the gravitational wave can be expressed as 
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The derivatives of the potential fields   with respect to time and space coordinates are expressed by 

the second and third derivatives of the mass tensor, 
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(continued at http://www.aiaa.org/content.cfm?pageid=406&gTable=mtgpaper&gID=22041) 

 

 

 

http://www.wipo.int/pctdb/en/wo.jsp?WO=2002020346 

 

Pub. No.:    WO/2002/020346    International Application No.:    PCT/US2001/027660  

Publication Date: 14.03.2002 International Filing Date: 05.09.2001  

Chapter 2 Demand Filed: 05.04.2002  

 

IPC: B64G 1/40 (2006.01) 

 

Applicants: TRANSDIMENSIONAL TECHNOLOGIES, LLC [US/US]; 906 E. Bob Wallace Avenue, 

S.W. Huntsville, AL 35801 (US) (All Except US). 

CAMERON, Jeffery, A. [US/US]; 303 Poorhouse Road Taft, TN 38488 (US) (US Only). 

 

Inventor: CAMERON, Jeffery, A.; 303 Poorhouse Road Taft, TN 38488 (US). 

 

http://www.wipo.int/pctdb/en/wo.jsp?WO=2002020346
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Agent: SHOUSE, Emily, A.; Waddey & Patterson 414 Union Street Suite 2020 Nashville, TN 37219 

(US). 

 

Priority Data: 60/229,819   05.09.2000   US  

 

Title: AN ASYMMETRIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE PROPULSION SYSTEM 

 

Abstract: 

Gravitational Wave Radiation is generated 

by the quadruple moment of matter that is in 

motion.  A plurality of laser diodes (7) are 

energized to emit vibratory energy which 

energizes an array of linear vibrators (6) which 

are used to propel a vehicle in space. 
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